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The chapters in this volume were originally presented at the
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Presentation of Native Texts,” held in conjunction with the Fortieth
Algonquian Conference in Minneapolis, 25–26 October 2008. I wish to
thank Ives Goddard for invaluable advice and suggestions throughout
the formative phases of its production, Paul Kroeber for meticulous
editorial work and extremely helpful suggestions, Phil LeSourd and an
anonymous reviewer for helpful observations during the manuscript’s
review process, John Nichols for supporting the parasession from
which it is derived, and Ray Demallie for continuous encouragement.
Explanations of transcription, conventions for presenting texts, and
abbreviations used appear in each chapter, at the end of the discussion
portion and before the texts.
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Introduction
David J. Costa
An integral part of the documentation of Native American languages
and cultures has long been the recording, examination, and study of
native texts. In the past few decades (beginning with Dell Hymes’s
work in the 1970s), the issue of how to understand and present these
texts has gained increasing attention, with special emphasis on how to
interpret native texts from an ethnopoetic perspective. As a result, there
has been a resurgence of linguistic interest in the publication of native
texts, after it had languished for much of the mid-twentieth century.1
However, despite the upsurge of interest in native texts, there has been
little discussion of the special problems presented by texts collected in
the premodern period, and how they should be interpreted or redacted.
Due to linguistic and cultural loss among the native peoples of
North America in the twentieth century, many of the most important
traditional narratives we have for many native groups were obtained
well before the advent of modern linguistic methodology. Much of this
work dates to the first period of anthopologically-motivated fieldwork
sponsored by the Bureau of American Ethnology from the second half
of the nineteenth century through the early twentieth century.2 Indeed,
for many native North American languages that are no longer spoken,
all available texts are from this time period.
Such early materials are of tremendous linguistic and ethnological
value: linguistically, they are usually more conservative than materials
obtained in more recent times, their language less influenced by
English or by reduced usage in the community. And of course their
content is often more traditional as well, reflecting a time when the
forced assimilation to European culture had not progressed as far as it



1. For notable recent examples of Algonquian text collections, see Ahenakew 2000
(Plains Cree), Beardy 1988 (Plains Cree), Cowell and Moss 2006 (Arapaho), DeBlois
1991 (Micmac), Ellis 1995 (Moose Cree), Goddard 2006 and 2007 (Meskwaki),
Goddard and Bragdon 1988 (Massachusett), Kegg 1991 (Southwest Ojibwe), Leman
1980 (Cheyenne), LeSourd 2007 (Maliseet), O’Meara 1996 (Northern Ojibwe), and
Whitecalf 1993 (Plains Cree).
2. For a description of the work published by the Bureau of American Ethnology in
this time period, see Kinkade and Mattina (1996:249–53).
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has now. However, such “premodern” texts present special problems of
analysis, such as greater difficulty of translation, grammatical analysis,
and phonemic interpretation. While it has long been accepted practice
to reelicit premodern texts with present-day speakers, this by no means
eliminates the challenges inherent in older texts, since the archaic language seen in such texts is often no longer fully understood or controlled by modern speakers.3 Thus, for the fullest possible understanding of the native languages of North America, it is necessary to devise
not only methodologies for analyzing premodern texts, but also means
of clearly presenting them, balancing grammatical and philological
analysis with meticulous annotation. The ultimate goal in presenting
redacted texts is to raise the level of what we can understand about the
texts (and their language) as much as possible, and to preserve this
information for posterity so that future generations can have access to
all the same knowledge, and hopefully raise the level of understanding
even further.
Moreover, the interpretation and presentation of older materials is
of tremendous importance to tribes developing language teaching and
cultural revitalization programs. Many native communities in North
America that have lost their last speakers are attempting to utilize the
often copious materials recorded in their languages, in hopes of making
these materials maximally usable for their communities. In this regard,
linguists studying the grammar of Native American languages that are
no longer spoken have the same concerns as English-speaking tribal
members examining the same materials in an effort to make sense of
stories obtained from their ancestors. It is the responsibility of linguists
not only to publish such materials in formats that are as coherent and
accurate as possible, but also to help tribal linguists understand these
same principles, so that they can make as much use of these materials
as the general linguistic community can.
The Algonquian languages are particularly well suited to demonstrate this kind of scholarship. Algonquian is a large family, most of
the languages that survived into the twentieth century have been well
studied, and their grammars and phonologies are reasonably well understood. Moreover, work on Algonquian languages has an especially
long tradition; scholarship and recording have taken place since the
colonial period. Thus, many of the languages have sizable bodies of
texts, often including substantial texts written by native speakers. Additionally, the sound systems of Algonquian languages are by and large



3. See Goddard (1973) for further discussion of this issue.
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less complicated, and less different from typical European languages,
than those of many other North American language families, lessening
the difficulties of interpretation of older and less accurately recorded
materials. And finally, the languages are for the most part fairly closely
related, so that problems of interpreting older forms of languages, or
languages that did not survive to the modern period, can often be clarified by comparison with the better-attested dialects and languages.
This volume presents eight case studies that examine such principles and apply them to the analysis of historical texts in several
languages of the Algonquian language family. These chapters demonstrate the value of the linguistic, folkloric and ethnological information
that can be recovered from older texts, information that is no longer
obtainable from living sources. Six different languages are represented,
from the westernmost extent of the Algonquian family to the Atlantic
coast: Arapaho and Gros Ventre in the Great Plains, Meskwaki-Sauk,
Potawatomi, and Peoria in the Great Lakes area, and Munsee Delaware
in the northeast.4 Most of the texts presented here are taken from the
collections in the National Anthropological Archives and have never
been published in any form before. Indeed, many of the languages in
this volume are among the most neglected in the Algonquian family,
with few or no texts published in them in the last sixty years.
Most of the texts in this volume are traditional narratives, but one of
the Arapaho texts presented by Cowell is a prayer, and the Sauk text
discussed by Whittaker is a brief speech. The texts vary in their degree
of rhetorical structuring. The sources of the texts are diverse: Charles
Hockett, who recorded the Potawatomi text in Welcher’s chapter, was
a trained linguist in the Bloomfieldian period of American structuralism, and Truman Michelson, the source of one of Cowell’s Arapaho
texts, was a linguist of an earlier generation who studied under Franz
Boas. Albert Gatschet was an ethnologist, and a generation older than
Boas. Other texts were recorded by late-nineteenth and early-twentieth
century ethnologists and anthropologists of varying degrees of linguistic ability, and Whittaker’s Sauk text apparently by a government
intepreter. Some were written directly by native speakers—one of
Goddard’s Munsee texts, and the lengthy Meskwaki narratives in
Dahlstrom’s and Thomason’s chapters.
The authors represented in this volume have chosen to present and
analyze their texts in a variety of different ways. It would have been a



4. Regrettably, none of the Cree and Ojibwe specialists who were invited to
participate in this volume were able to contribute chapters.
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mistake to try to suppress this diversity by making the authors
“standardize” their contributions. First, there is no single ideal method
of redacting and presenting older texts that will display equally well all
the interesting or problematic aspects of a given text. Moreover, different texts raise different challenges and foreground different issues, and
this is reflected in what different authors’ presentations focus on. For
all these reasons, a variety of approaches and styles of presentation are
appropriate and to be welcomed.
In their chapter on Gros Ventre, Brockie and Cowell take a poorly
transcribed yet ethnologically rich text from over a hundred years ago
and show how it can be reconstituted on the basis of internal evidence,
fieldwork with the last Gros Ventre speakers, and knowledge of the
better-understood and closely related Arapaho language.
Costa’s chapter on Peoria highlights the problems encountered in
redacting an older, historical text in a language that no longer has
speakers and lacks modern, phonemically transcribed records. Most of
the text can be restored with considerable confidence, by drawing on
both internal evidence and comparative evidence from related languages. Moreover, the text presented has the advantage of having been
recorded or reelicited by different scholars who had different strengths
and weaknesses; this makes it possible to further illuminate the text by
comparing the different versions. While some degree of uncertainty is
unavoidable, its potential harm can be minimized by meticulous reproduction of the original text.
Cowell’s chapter on Arapaho shows that although the poor transcription of the earliest texts in that language presents considerable
analytical challenges, these can be overcome with the assistance of
modern speakers, effort which is more than rewarded by the texts’
tremendous linguistic richness in both rhetorical organization and polysynthetic structure. Moreover, it is revealing that of the two texts
Cowell presents, the one which is less well transcribed displays traditional rhetorical structuring far richer than that of the text transcribed
by a professional linguist. This serves as another reminder not to reject
the linguistic validity of an older text merely because it was recorded
by someone who might not be considered to meet modern standards of
scholarship.
The texts presented by Dahlstrom and Thomason in their chapters
are drawn from the large corpus of Meskwaki texts written by native
speakers and collected by Truman Michelson in the early twentieth
century. This linguistically and culturally rich resource has been dif-
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ficult to use because English translations are in most cases absent,
because the orthography used ignores certain important phonological
contrasts, and because of differences between the Meskwaki of the
texts and that of later speakers. Dahlstrom’s and Thomason’s chapters
are part of a long-term project by several scholars to edit and translate
these texts. Dahlstrom presents a lengthy Meskwaki narrative and a
lucid discussion, copiously exemplified, of the syntactic and stylistic
phenomena encountered there; she finds that presentation of the text in
single-clause lines aids in revealing these features. Thomason analyzes
another lengthy Meskwaki narrative collected by Michelson. The author of this text was a less accomplished narrator than some others
represented in the Meskwaki corpus; his writings are often difficult to
interpret, yet his stories preserve a great deal of interest and an exceptionally rich vocabulary. Thomason shows how the comparison of variant tellings of stories clarifies difficult texts. The resulting edition documents the challenging form proximate-obviative use takes in real data.
Discussing three Munsee Delaware texts, Goddard pays particular
attention to phonological and grammatical variation that is present, but
imperfectly recorded, among the sources and to the philological challenges that such variation poses. He demonstrates how close philological analysis and review with contemporary speakers permit recovery of
features not used by later speakers of a language. Recovering such
information is especially significant in this case, since at the time of
Goddard’s fieldwork, Munsee texts of the type he presents were no
longer known by speakers, and, more impressively, of the longest text
that Goddard presents, only the first third was translated by its original
collector.
Welcher discusses a phonemically-recorded Potawatomi text collected in 1940. She demonstrates the importance of reconstructing the
provenance and fieldwork setting of a text, as well as the problem of
whether a corpus is truly representative of the resources of a language.
Several problems of interpretation arise in the text, where establishing
a translation is made difficult by the distance from the original telling.
Once again, the linguistic and cultural knowledge of modern speakers
of the language provides important help towards puzzling out problematic translations.
The subject of Whittaker’s chapter is unique: a speech purportedly
by the famous Sauk chief Black Hawk from 1833, the authenticity of
which has long been questioned. Whittaker discusses the speech in the
sociological context of the Black Hawk Wars and Euro-American
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perceptions of Native Americans in the nineteenth century, and establishes that there is no prima facie reason that it cannot be Black
Hawk’s own words. In his close and detailed analysis of the Sauk
version of the speech, Whittaker shows that despite many remaining
difficulties of interpretation, this speech is indeed a genuine example of
native Algonquian oratory, most of which can satisfactorily be translated on the basis of modern linguistic knowledge of Sauk and
Meskwaki.
Philological analysis of prephonemic materials has long been familiar from the study of Old World languages; there is no reason why the
same methodology and rigor seen in the study of Gothic or Old Irish
cannot be applied to, say, Massachusett, Wyandot, Timucua, or Biloxi.
Sadly, an appreciation of basic philological practice has long been neglected in the study of Native American languages. This is perhaps to
be expected, given the field’s longstanding, proud roots in fieldwork
with native speakers. However, as more and more native North
American languages slip away from us, an understanding of how to
interpret and present older materials will become increasingly vital,
unless linguists simply decide not to study languages any longer once
they cease to be spoken. One can only hope that most linguists would
not be content with such an outcome.
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Editing a Gros Ventre (White Clay) Text
Terry Brockie and Andrew Cowell

1

1. Gros Ventre and Arapahoan. The Gros Ventre (White Clay) and
Arapaho languages are closely related: they could be considered either
as divergent dialects of the same language, or as two similar languages.
Socially and politically, they are best considered separate languages.
Gros Ventre was first documented in the late eighteenth century (far
earlier than Arapaho), and is spoken today on the Fort Belknap Reservation in north central Montana, though there are no fully fluent speakers remaining.
2. Previous documentation of Gros Ventre. In 1901 A. L. Kroeber
became the first linguist to document Gros Ventre. He collected four
narratives in the language (a trickster narrative, “White Man and the
Burrs”; a war story; an animal tale, “The Mouse and the Frog”; and a
version of the famous Plains narrative of “Tangled Hair and Found-inthe-Grass”), along with grammatical and lexical material. Kroeber published only small amounts of this material, including a relatively poorly
transcribed fragment of “Tangled Hair” (Kroeber 1916), and English
versions of “Tangled Hair” and “White Man and the Burrs” (Kroeber
1908). The other two texts have never been published in any form.
Since that time, other linguists have worked with Gros Ventre, most
notably Allan Taylor beginning in the 1960s, but as far as we know, no
complete Gros Ventre text has ever been published. Thus any Gros
Ventre narrative would be a valuable addition to the Algonquian corpus, and Kroeber’s narratives, collected several decades before any
additional work with Gros Ventre occurred, are especially valuable.
Here, we present the war narrative collected by Kroeber, retranscribed
into the modern Gros Ventre orthography used by Taylor in his 1994
dictionary.
Taylor’s orthography recognizes six Gros Ventre vowel phonemes
(as opposed to four in Arapaho; but see Salzmann’s [1969] treatment
of Gros Ventre phonology for a different analysis). The vowels—first
1. The term “White Clay (language)” is preferred by Gros Ventre tribe members
when speaking in English.
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given in standard Gros Ventre orthography, then in their most common
IPA equivalent—are a [İ], e [e], i [ܼ], o [o], э [ ]ܧand u []ݜ. Of these, e
and o are only marginally phonemic in Gros Ventre. Over 95 percent
of the time, e is followed by i and o is followed by u, so that these two
phonemes are virtually allophones of a and э. The few instances where
this is not the case involve loss of underlying i and u, either due to
vowel syncope word-internally, or due to loss of final short vowels
word-finally.
Gros Ventre has eleven consonants: b [b], c [ts], k [k] (which
alternates with þ [ ]ݹor tҮ [tj] before front vowels and in a few other circumstances in men’s speech, but always remains k in women’s speech
[Flannery 1946]), h [h], n [n], s [s], t [t], w [w], y [j], ș [ș] and Ҍ []ݦ.
As this text is the first Gros Ventre text ever to be published in
complete form and in a modern orthography, and since there is no
published Gros Ventre grammar, we provide a few details about
inflection here. In their general outlines, Arapaho and Gros Ventre are
fairly similar. There is substantial mutual intelligibility after extended
exposure (i.e., several days). The modern Gros Ventre language has
diverged considerably from the language documented in the narrative
presented here, and is much more different from Arapaho, particularly
in morphology, than it might suggest. In the nineteenth century, however, the morphology, morphosyntax, and syntax of the nineteenthcentury languages were fundamentally alike, and the primary differences were lexical and phonological, with some small morphological
and morphosyntactic differences. We provide a very brief listing of the
common person-number inflections that occur in the story, correlated
with Sifton’s (1900a) grammar. Those interested in greater detail about
Arapahoan inflectional systems can consult Cowell and Moss (2008:
51–98) on Arapaho. The inflections for affirmative order (elements in
parentheses are not pronounced by all speakers) are given in table 1,
those for nonaffirmative order in table 2.
TABLE 1. GROS VENTRE AFFIRMATIVE ORDER INFLECTION
0
1
12
2
3 (PROXIMATE)
4 (OBVIATIVE)

SINGULAR

PLURAL

-h
-nээҌ
N/A
-nҌ(э)
-kҌi/þҌi
-nicҌ

-ih/-uh
-ninҌ, nҌ(i)
-ninҌ
-naah
-ch
-nich
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TABLE 2. GROS VENTRE NONAFFIRMATIVE ORDER INFLECTION
0
1
12
2
3 (PROXIMATE)
4 (OBVIATIVE)

SINGULAR

PLURAL

–
na-/nэN/A
Ҍa-/Ҍэ–
-nҌ(i)

-nэh
na-/nэ - ... -bah
Ҍa-/Ҍэ- ... -nҌ(i)
Ҍa-/Ҍэ- ... -bah
-noh
-ninh

The alternative affirmative forms of the third person singular proximate result from a difference in pronunciation between female and
male speakers (k for female speakers vs. tҮ for male speakers), which
formerly occurred throughout the language. The text published here
was obtained from a male speaker. The alternations in the prefixes
(na-/nэ-, Ҍa-/Ҍэ-) are controlled by vowel harmony with the following
stem. The Algonquian direction-of-action theme markers, as they appear in Gros Ventre, are -ei- (inverse) and -ээ- (direct).
3. Issues with Kroeber’s transcription of this text. As noted
elsewhere in this volume with regard to Arapaho, Kroeber’s transcriptions have a number of problems. He consistently fails to record glottal
stops, and h is irregularly recorded, sometimes as x (before consonants), sometimes as h , and sometimes not at all. He tends to hear
long vowels as nasalized (thus underspecifying distinctions between
long vowels that are followed by phonemic n and long vowels that are
not), and tends to have trouble distinguishing short vowels. He often
hears long vowels where they are in fact short, or extra-long where the
vowel is simply long, and in general writes too many vowels in vowel
sequences. This is a major problem in distinguishing between sequences such as ээ versus эээ versus эҌээ versus ээҌээ, all of which
are common in Gros Ventre. He also overspecifies vowel distinctions
in some cases, including writing nonphonemic vowels. This occurs
primarily as a secondary result of mishearing h and the glottal stop, and
word-finally. For example, in line 2 of the text, Kroeber hears
ҌэnэhҌэhэҌ as something like ҌэnэhэҌэhэҌ, with a sort of epenthetic
additional vowel inserted between the h and the glottal stop. Kroeber’s
transcriptions are also simply difficult to read at times, as he includes
up to three different diacritic marks on a single vowel: quality indicators (e.g., his ä indicates [ ]ܭwhile ă indicates short [ ;)]ܧquantity
indicators (a macron is used to mark long vowels); and stress indicators
(an accent is used to mark stress).
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4. Methodology of retranscription and retranslation. Since there
are no remaining fully fluent Gros Ventre speakers, and the language
has undergone fairly extensive lexical and morphological changes
during the twentieth century, the retranscription presents obvious
difficulties. Fortunately, Kroeber’s brief grammatical notes are
supplemented by much more extensive material collected by Rev. John
Sifton, S.J., during his time as a missionary to the Gros Ventres in the
early 1900s. His manuscript grammar (Sifton 1900a) is in the
manuscript collection of Gonzaga University, and we have obtained a
copy. This grammar is invaluable in interpreting the older inflectional
morphology found in the war story—morphology which incidentally
looks much more like Arapaho in many ways than does current Gros
Ventre morphology (as documented in Taylor’s dictionary).
As an additional resource, the authors have compiled an Excel
database listing all Gros Ventre lexical items. The majority of these are
from Taylor’s (1994) dictionary. Also included, however, are forms
from Sifton (1900a) and Kroeber (1916), and forms mentioned in passing in several other sources (Kroeber 1907, 1908; Flannery 1953;
Cooper and Flannery 1957; Grinnell 1913). We have not yet integrated
the forms found in a manuscript dictionary produced by Sifton
(1900b), though Brockie in particular has consulted and profited from
that work extensively. This easily-searchable database has been very
helpful in the retranscription, especially when used in conjunction with
Kroeber’s original interlinear translations.
Of course, Brockie has consulted with contemporary Gros Ventre
speakers as well. Brockie also learned Gros Ventre as a second language over several years, and worked extensively with the last fully
fluent speaker, Theresa Lame Bull Walker, before her death in 2006.
We have drawn on his knowledge of the vocabulary, including forms
not yet included in the database.
Finally, we have drawn on Cowell’s knowledge of Arapaho. He has
been able to recognize Gros Ventre cognates of Arapaho in the text that
were otherwise undocumented in Gros Ventre, and those Gros Ventre
forms have been retranscribed on the basis of known Gros Ventre–
Arapaho sound correspondences. In addition, where Cowell has not
recognized a cognate, he has nevertheless consulted with fluent Arapaho speakers, applying Arapaho sound correspondences to the Gros
Ventre forms to try and discover or elicit additional potential cognates
with Arapaho.
In summary, our methodology has been to rely first on existing
grammatical and lexical documentation, retranscribing the Gros Ventre
according to the attested forms in these sources. When the sources fail
to include a form, we have relied first on Brockie’s knowledge and
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then on his consultation with Gros Ventre elders. Finally, when this has
failed, we have relied on Cowell’s knowledge of Arapaho and his
consultation with Arapaho elders. (Cowell also has a good linguistic
knowledge of Gros Ventre, but unlike Brockie, does not speak it.) For
those interested in further documentation of Gros Ventre, we add that
Cowell has produced a sketch of the modern language (Cowell 2004),
based on Taylor’s (1994) dictionary and the sample sentences included
therein, supplemented by Brockie’s work with Gros Ventre elders, and
Taylor’s dictionary provides good lexical documentation. Both these
works are available from the University of Colorado’s Center for the
Study of Indigenous Languages of the West.
Our translations of course start from Kroeber’s interlinear glosses.
These are word-for-word rather than sentence-level, however, so we
have tried to provide a fairly literal representation of the Gros Ventre,
relying primarily on our knowledge of Gros Ventre and Arapaho.
5. Results. As an indication of the potential success and problems of
the above project for the other stories collected by Kroeber, we provide
a summary of the forms which occur in the Gros Ventre story and our
success in glossing them. Roughly eighty verb stems, twenty noun
stems, and fifteen lexical preverbs appear in the narrative. Of these, all
fifteen preverbs are shared with Arapaho, and eighteen of the twenty
noun stems are shared. Of the two not shared, one is the word for ‘Gros
Ventre’ itself (ҌэҌэээniinen) and the other is a participle used for the
noun ‘riding horse’ (literally, ‘the thing I ride’), formed from the verb
nэnei- ‘to ride a horse’. Arapaho uses an exactly parallel formation, but
based on the verb teexoku- ‘to sit atop’. Of the verb stems, around 75
percent are shared. Of those that are not, many are common in Gros
Ventre and can be identified unproblematically (nэnouușaa- ‘to
travel’; wээþii- ‘said’).
Twenty of the eighty verb stems are not specifically recorded from
Arapaho. This figure of 25 percent variation is deceptive, however, in
that the Gros Ventre stems are still often recognizable in Arapaho:
although the stem itself does not occur, the individual morphemes
typically do, and some variant of the stem does occur in Arapaho. Thus
the Gros Ventre form nэþibҮээҌээni- (AI) ‘to scout/search out things in
order to fight’ is parallel to Arapaho notikoni- (AI), with the initial
morpheme nэþi- (Gros Ventre) ~ noti- (Arapaho) occurring in both
forms. Furthermore, the Arapaho verb booҲei- ‘to fight’ is the cognate
of Gros Ventre bҮээҌaa-, which is in turn the base of the derived form
bҮээҌээni-.
Among the verbs which were not documented previously for Gros
Ventre but which do have Arapaho cognates are Gros Ventre
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wэtaașaa- (AI) ‘go to camp, go into camp circle’ (line 7) (Arapaho
woteesee-); Gros Ventre ҌihtҮэҌээtэn- (TA) ‘notice/catch sight of’ (line
31) (Arapaho hihcoҲooton-); and Gros Ventre ҌiitҮișaa- (AI) ‘walk
from there’ (line 46) (Arapaho hiitisee-).
One form in the narrative was identified based on its occurrence in
Sifton’s grammar (1900a), but not elsewhere in the data. This is the
imperative Ҍээșa(a) in line 22, which Sifton glosses as ‘let’s go’—the
same gloss provided by Kroeber. The form is likely related to Arapaho
sooxe(e) with the same meaning. Another form, the verb tҮэҌээҌээmeaning ‘brush/shrubs are present’ in line 11, is documented only in
Grinnell’s list of Gros Ventre place names (1913), and is cognate with
Arapaho coҲooҲoe- of the same meaning.
Several verb stems are not previously documented as such in the
Gros Ventre data, but their constituent morphemes can be easily
identified. An example is kэsikoutis- (TA) ‘to cut someone/something
free’. The morpheme kэsi- occurs in kэsikouhu- (AI) ‘to break loose,
escape’ and kэsikuukii- (AI) ‘to break in two’ (female pronunciation).
The morpheme kout- occurs in kouten- (TI) ‘to remove something from
something else by hand’, and the morpheme -is- occurs in tebis- (TA)
‘to cut off, sever’ and kohҌus- (TA) ‘to cut, cut into’. Another example
is nohҌutҮesikouton- (TA) ‘to shine something at someone’. The stem
nohҌukesikuukii- (AI) ‘to shine/polish something’ (female pronunciation) provides a close parallel, and the secondary derivational final -kouton- (TA) ‘act for or in relation to someone’ is very common in
the language in alternation with -kuukii-. Finally, the well-documented
verb stem bҮээҌaa- (AI) ‘to fight’ is the basis for the stem bҮээҌээn(TA) ‘to fight or scout for someone’, which occurs further secondarily
changed in the text, with the detransitivizer -i (see Cowell and Moss
2008:133 for the Arapaho equivalent) as bҮээҌээni- (AI) ‘to fight or
scout for people’.
This process of piecing together the transcription and translation of
the text from multiple sources resulted in a text of fifty-five lines,
containing nine remaining problematic forms. We discuss these forms
in detail in order to reveal the exact nature of the difficulties, as well as
the proposed solutions. Note that in many cases the problematic
element in a form is not glossed in Kroeber’s notes.
In line 2, the form ҌэhҌэҌэээcibҮээҌээninich ‘to scout for them’ is
problematic. It consists of Ҍэh- ‘to, in order that’ (more normally toh-),
plus the final -bҮээҌээni (AI) ‘to scout for people’ and -nich (4PL).
According to Brockie, the preverb ҌэҌэээci- likely means the scouts
were painted with white clay paint, which symbolized that they were
‘wolves’ or scouts (cf. the word for the Gros Ventre themselves in the
text, ‘white clay’ people). He confirmed this reading with an elderly
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speaker at Fort Belknap, but notes that one might also interpret the
word to mean ‘to be scouting out on the extreme edge (of the war
party)’. The preverb ҌэҌэээsi- and the particle ҌэҌэээsiiih mean ‘on/at
the edge’ or ‘at an extremity’.
In line 5, Kroeber’s form nǀǎhǌғ nƯits ‘they are camping’ is difficult to interpret. The final -niii-ch (camp(AI)-3PL) is unproblematic.
The initial element may be simply nohuҌ ‘these (obviative)’, but the
ǌ is problematic. Brockie suggests a reading nohuҌ ҌuutҮҌi niiich ‘the
ones camping here’, which assumes Kroeber failed to hear the consonant tҮ in ‘here’.
In line 13, Kroeber glosses the form ciicii-tҮээtэwuuuh as ‘he
thought he was brave’. The preverb refers to the way the warrior is
singing: ciicii- refers to the act of a shouting of deeds done or to be
done. It occurs in the verb ciiciiheeihi- (AI), which refers to women’s
ululations celebrating deeds of war or some act worthy of honor done
by a man. The particle Ҍiit(Ү)ээtэwuuuh means ‘bravely’. Thus the
combined form means ‘to shout about war deeds one will do’ or ‘to
feel brave and boastful’. As elsewhere in the text, a secondary particle
based on the verb is used rather than the base verb.
In line 15, a syllable seems to have been left out of the verb stem
that means ‘sing’; cf. Arapaho -ootinee- (AI) ‘sing’, as well as the Gros
Ventre form in line 18.
In line 18, the verb binaacininohouhuch ‘after he finished singing to
himself’ contains the initially-changed preverb binaaci- ‘to finish’, the
reflexive final -ouhu, and the third person singular iterative suffix -ch,
used to indicate indefinite time. The main verb ninoh- corresponds
with nothing else in Gros Ventre or Arapaho, however.
In line 37, the verb ҌaatiҌiinэtҮich ‘they ran but did not know
(where they were going)’ appears to contain -iin- ‘aimless or wandering direction’ and эtҮi ‘to sit’, plus third person plural -ch, but the initial
element is unexplained. The entire form seems to mean something like
‘they ended up located all over the place (because they couldn’t see
where they were going)’. Brockie suggests that Ҍaati- could be a
shortened version of Ҍaatinaa- ‘very much’.
In line 40, the verb tҮeicișich ‘without them realizing it’ contains
third person plural -ch, but the rest of the form is opaque.
In line 42, the verb ҌoҌuhchҌiitҮeetouҌ ‘he was missing, not present’
contains narrative past ҌoҌuh- and negative chҌii-, but the rest of the
form is opaque. In Arapaho, eetou is an inanimate intransitive verb
meaning ‘where something is located/present’ and ceetou would be
‘where something is not located/present’, which is cognate with the
Gros Ventre form here, but then there would be no need for the
preceding negative prefix.
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In line 49, the transcription of the verb nihkoutэn ‘shine (the mirror)
at him’ is probably garbled, as nohҌu- is the initial element of ‘shine’
and -koutэn is the final element of the same verb. Compare this form
with the verb in line 50, which is given the same gloss, and seems to be
the full verb. This is similar to what seems to have happened with
‘sing’ in line 15, as well.
6. Features of Gros Ventre narrative style revealed by the text.
One prominent feature of the morphosyntax of traditional Gros Ventre
narratives is the use of a narrative past tense ҌoҌuh- which requires
nonaffirmative verb inflections at all times; there are many examples in
this text. For actions following in sequence or consequence from a
main action (‘so then,’ ‘so next,’) a pair of adverbial particles, wээtҮiiih
‘dubitative’ and naheiҌiiih ‘then, next’ are used as a single marker,
with following verbs taking affirmative-order inflections. These are
amply illustrated in the text. They can follow causal preconditions,
indicated with ҌoҌuh- (see lines 18–19), dialogue which establishes
certain facts or events (see lines 5–6), or subordinate clauses (line 39).
Note when wээtҮiiih is used alone, it seems to have a more clearly
dubitative meaning, ‘I guess, apparently’, as in lines 14, 29, and 35.
Verbs expressing number are preceded by a special marker Ҍah-, and
take affirmative-order inflections. The quotative verb is wээtҮii- (AI)
and wээtҮiit- (TA). (The particle wootii in Arapaho means ‘like,
seemingly’, but is not used as a dubitative or quotative.) Unlike
modern Gros Ventre, this text shows robust use of the conjunct-order
iterative and subjunctive inflections in subordinate clauses. Plain conjunct-order subordinate clauses have several prefixes limited to such
clauses; the most common of these is Ҍэh-, which means both ‘when’
and ‘where’ and also sometimes serves as a complementizer. Others
include tэh- ‘so that, in order to’, ҌeiҌ- ‘when (perfective)’, and tih‘when, since, after’. Gros Ventre makes extensive use of the derivational suffix -iiih, which forms adverbial or adjectival particles. It is
added to preverbs and prenouns, resulting in their detachment from the
main verb or noun stem. In some cases, no verb follows; normally this
happens when the verb would be ‘to be’ (which does not exist in
Arapahoan except in the pronominal verb nenee(ni)- ‘it is X person
who . . .’), but on some occasions other verbs are omitted when they
are of low semantic weight and easily recoverable (‘go’, ‘do’, etc.), as
in lines 31 and 46. In line 13, it is less clear what the underlying verb
is.
One element which is very common in this text, but less so in
Arapaho, is the back-reference preverb nahaa- meaning ‘there/that
aforementioned.’ The text also shows many instances of the use of the
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iterative to indicate indefinite time in background events (lines 9, 15,
18). This usage is also much rarer in Arapaho. A feature common to
both languages is the use of singular nominal forms with plural verbs
when the nominals are identifiable but the distinction between singular
and plural is not pragmatically salient. In this text ‘Gros Ventre’ is
twice treated in this way (lines 1, 55), as is ‘Sioux’ (lines 1, 13).
On the level of syntax, the particle Ҍээh ‘and; but’ is often used
clause-initially to indicate shifts in focus and continuity of narration, or
to mark events which run counter to expectation—though it does not
function as a true switch-reference marker. Temporal background adverbial subordinate clauses are virtually always clause-initial, while
adverbial clauses indicating purpose, result, cause, and so forth normally follow the main clause. Unlike modern Gros Ventre, these texts
show retention of a proximate-obviative distinction in determiners,
with nahaҌ meaning ‘this (proximate)’ and nohuҌ meaning ‘this
(obviative)’ as well as ‘this (inanimate)’. Additionally, a number of
particles that serve for metanarrative commentary and evaluation occur
frequently, especially Ҍiitэwuuuh ‘truly, sure enough’.
7. Further remarks on Kroeber’s transcription. Below, we present
the first four lines of the text in Kroeber’s transcription, with his interlinear glosses, so that our rendering can be compared to the original.
1
2

huh naĶtcikҳn Ɨғ aninƱn
a’nǂғ tjƯihaĶts naĶwinaĶtjinখhin
went to war
Gros Ventres looked for Sioux
Ɲitjäࡃ ғ ĶçۓnăwƗĶts
when they thought they were near them
waĶtjii nehiii[s?] aĶtsöࡅ ғ aĶwaĶts hănҳxaaha äxnƯғisinüts
they sent
young men two of them
hăxăƗғ aĶtsƱbyƗғ aĶnƯinüࡅ ғ ts
to scout for them

3

haĶhüࡅ ғ taĶwǌu
hǀuhbyƗĶtҳbۓänin
And sure enough they saw something

4

hǀuhnখhiiiƗĶkăĶtsöbyƗғ aĶnÕࡅ ts
then the scouts went back



Kroeber obviously hears initial h in some cases in locations where
we write an initial glottal stop, as with ҌoҌuh. Our decision corresponds
to modern Gros Ventre usage; moreover, Kroeber records glottal stops
initially (i.e., no consonant, in his orthography) about half the time as
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well. In the word ‘Gros Ventres’ he seems to have heard an initial
pitch-accented short vowel (at least this is how this word is pronounced
in modern Gros Ventre) as long, while the following long vowel (again
going by modern Gros Ventre) was heard as short. We do not understand why he might have heard the initial short vowel of ҌэciҌээw‘send’ as long; following naheiҌiiih the unchanged form of the verb
occurs. For the extra vowel in ‘young men’, see section 3 above. The
long vowel at the end of the verb stem in ‘scout for them’ does not
correspond to our understanding of the verb, and elsewhere (including
the following occurrence of the verb in the excerpt above) he writes it
as short. This kind of variation is rampant in his transcription. For this
reason, our decisions about retranscription are based on the overall features (and irregularities) of Kroeber’s original transcription; in general,
his long vowels can be viewed with some suspicion, as they often seem
to be short in actuality.
Conversely, Kroeber seems to have heard naheiҌiiih as neiҌiiih in
the second and fourth line, though he hears the full form elsewhere.
Finally, in the form ‘scout homewards’ in line 4, the pitch accent in
modern Gros Ventre falls on the first syllable, which Kroeber hears as
long and nasalized. The second syllable in modern Gros Ventre is also
long, but lacks pitch accent; Kroeber hears this syllable as short and
nasalized. Thus his marking of length appears to actually correspond to
pitch accent here as well as in the word ‘Gros Ventre’ above. Further
study of pitch accent would certainly be very interesting. We have
included Kroeber’s accent markings from his transcription, but have
not included modern Gros Ventre pitch accents in our retranscription.
We follow this policy because not all the forms in this text are included
in Taylor’s dictionary (which does mark modern pitch accent), and
there are no fluent modern speakers to verify pitch accent.

Abbreviations and conventions
Grammatical abbreviations. 0 inanimate marker; 1 first person; 12 first person plural inclusive; 2 second person; 3 third person; 4 obviative (“fourth
person”); ADV suffix producing adverbial particles; AI intransitive verb with
animate subject; DEPPART dependent participle; DUBIT dubitative; FUT future
tense; IC initial-changed form; II intransitive verb with inanimate subject;
IMPER imperative; IMPERF imperfective aspect; INSTR instrumental; ITER iterative mode; LOC locative; NPAST narrative past tense; NEG negative; NUM
narrative past prefix used specifically with number verbs; OBL obligation
marker; OBV obviative; PART participle; PERF perfective aspect; PL plural;
RECIP reciprocal; REDUP reduplication; S singular; s.o. someone; s.t. some-
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thing; SUBJ subjunctive mode; TA transitive verb with animate object; TI
transitive verb with inanimate object.
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